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CEM-AA-A

Description:

This power amplifier drives either single or dual solenoid proportional valve coils up to 2.6A.  It is
suitable to control current to proportional directional, flow or pressure valve coils.
A wide range of analog signals are accepted.  User may select either voltage or current input
mode.  These inputs are easily scaled to match system requirements.  Four ramps are available
for independently setting acceleration and deceleration in each direction.
Min and Max output current are adjustable.  Output characteristics can be independently
customized.  The module is disabled if the coil outputs are shorted or open.  If command current
signal is outside of the proper range, the module is disabled.  PWM and Dither are user
adjustable.
This module is easily adapted to a variety of system requirements. All variables are user adjusted
with easy to use software on your Microsoft Windows laptop.  Control variables are stored in non-
volatile memory internal to the module.  All variables can be read by the laptop, and reproduced
exactly on other modules.

Technical Data:

Solenoid Outputs A
A
A

1.0
1.6

2.6
PWM Frequency 100 to 2650

60 to 400
0 to 30
0.17

Dither Frequency
Dither Amplitute

Sample Time

Hz
Hz
%
mS

Software Selectable

Housing Module Snaps to 35mm DIN Rail EN 50022
Polyamide PA 6.6

Combustability Class
Protection Class

Material

-20 to +60

UL94

CWorking Temperature

Humidity
Storage Temperature

Emission

C
% 95 (non condensing)

-20 to +70

IP 20
V0

Immunity

Electro Magnetic Compatibility
EN 61000-6-2
EN 61000-6-3

Vibration Resistance EIC 60068-2-6

vDC 0 to +/- 10
Impendance ohm 90k

mA 0 to +/- 20 (typ 4 to 20)
390

Current
Impendance

Resolution
Sample Time mS

% <0.1
1.0

Voltage

ohm

Reference Voltage V 8   (10mA max)

Power Supply vDC 12 to 30   (including ripple)
<100mA + solenoid
3 (medium action)

mA
AExternal Fuse

Consumption

Analog Inputs

Digital Inputs

Digital Outputs

V
V

ohm

Logical 0 = < 2
Logical 1 = > 10
25kImpendance

V
V

Logical 0 = < 2       (50mA max)
Logical 1 = ~ Power Supply

Electrical Connection

Power and Signal
Programming Port

Ground via DIN Rail

RS-232 3.5mm Stero Jack
4 strips with 4 screw terminals each
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Functional Diagram:
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Wiring Example:
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Dimensions:
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Steps to install and configure a new application:
1. Mount the module in a suitable location
2. Connect the power supply and valve solenoids
3. Adjust current range to match valve
4. Adjust PWM/Dither to optimize performance of the valve
5. Adjust analog input to voltage or current, and scale input to desired system speed
6. Adjust ramping (if desired)
7. Adjust internal monitor functions (if desired)
6. Adjust customized current to of valve flow gain (if desired)

All parameters are adjusted using VEA-USB programming cable and CHI-PC Microsoft Windows
application.

Module Mounting Location:
This module is to be mounted in a cabinet for protection from the local environment.
Ensure there is adequate free space around the module to allow for cooling air flow.
This module is designed to snap onto an industry standard 35mm DIN rail.
Do not mount near other modules that emit high power electrical interference, such as motor
controllers and high power contactors.

Power Supply:
This module is designed to operate on DC power from a regulated power supply ranging from 12
to 30 volts.  Match valve solenoid voltage rating to power supply, typically 12 or 24 volts.

A 3 amp medium action fuse is recommended in the “+” power supply line.

Wiring to Valve:
Two conductors are required for each solenoid. There is no need for shielding on these power
conductors.

Wire size is chosen to provide an acceptable voltage drop between the module and the valve
solenoid.  The following chart is based on 5% drop for 12v and 24v applications.  The listed cable
length is distance from module to valve, and includes the voltage drop of the return conductor.

Wire size            2.6A 12v            1.6A 24v            0.86A 24v
12 gauge 66 ft max 215 ft max 400 ft max
14 gauge 49 ft max 159 ft max 295 ft max
16 gauge 31 ft max 100 ft max 186 ft max
18 gauge 19 ft max 63 ft max 117 ft max
20 gauge 13 ft max 39 ft max 73 ft max
22 gauge 8 ft max 25 ft max 46 ft max
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Adjust MODE to STD or EXP:

Simple parameters may be adjusted while in STD mode.

EXP mode allows for more complex parameter adjustments.

MODE parameter valid options are STD and EXP.  Default is STD.

Adjust module current output to match valve requirements:

CURRENT parameter is used to set output stage scale to match the valve.
CURRENT parameter valid options are 0, 1, and 2. (Default  = 0)

Proportional valve manufactures will generally list the following specifications:
Maximum current
Minimum current (cracking current)
Recommended dither for optimum performance

This module must first be adjusted to match the valve solenoid requirements.

The first step is to select the appropriate current range.  There are three choices:
CURRENT = 0 solenoid current up to 1.0A
CURRENT = 1 solenoid current up to 1.6A
CURRENT = 2 solenoid current up to 2.6A

Maximum current is set with software as a percentage of this range.  Max is usually
adjusted to the solenoid rating.

Minimum current is adjusted via software for the purpose of deadband elimination.

                        

Min A =
% of Range

Max A =
% of Range

Current Range +100%

Trigger =
% of Command

Command = +100%

Command = -100%

Min B =
% of Range

Max B =
% of Range

Current Range -100%

This module has a software adjustable “dead zone” near zero, termed TRIGGER.  With a
command in this near zero area, neither solenoid will be energized.  Trigger is intended to keep
small noise signals on the analog command from causing either solenoid to be energized.

PWM and Dither are set via software.
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Output Current:
1.  Select Module output range to meet valve requirements:

Example: D03 direction valve with 24v solenoids – Max = 0.86A
CURRENT = 0; output up to 1.0 A
CURRENT = 1; output up to 1.6A
CURRENT = 2; output up to 2.6A

1a Set Value of software parameter CURRENT = “0”.

2.  Adjust Maximum solenoid current for each solenoid:
Example: 0.86A/1.0A = 86.00%

2a Set software parameter MAX:A to value of 8600.
2b Set software parameter MAX:B to value of 8600.

(note: Software parameter has units of 0.01%)

3.  Adjust Minimum solenoid current for each solenoid:
Example: Valve will start to flow at about 0.180A.

.180A/1.0A=18.00%
3a Set software parameter MIN A to value of 1800.
3b. Set software parameter MIN B to value of 1800.

(note: Software parameter has units of 0.01%)

Note:  Minimum values (cracking current) will need to be adjusted for each and every
valve, as each valve has a unique flow gain characteristic.

PWM and Dither:
PWM and Dither are parameters that are recommended by the valve manufacturer.  For
Continental Hydraulics recommendations for PWM and Dither, look for the latest updated
reference chart at:

 www.continentalhydraulics.com
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Command input with Voltage:

An analog command source voltage may be either “differential” or “ground referenced”.
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Note:  When using the CEM-AA-A with a voltage command, two jumper wires are
required.  These jumpers must connect PIN 9 and PIN 13, and also must connect PIN 10 and PIN
14.  If these jumpers are not present, module operation may be erratic.  These jumpers are not
used when the module is configured for current input.

Pin 12 is a regulated 8vdc output pin that may be used as a reference voltage for generating
command signals.  It is limited to 10mA output.  It is referenced to module ground (pins 8 and 11).
If Pin 12 is used as a reference command voltage source to pins 9/10, then pins 13/14 must be
referenced to module ground for proper operation.  Without this signal ground reference,
performance may be erratic.
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Command input with Current:
The analog input can also be software set to accept a current command.  Internally, a 390 ohm
resistor is inserted across terminals 9 and 10.  This resistor converts the current to a voltage.
This voltage is measured by the differential amplifier to become the module command.

Input current range is 0 to +/- 20 mA, and is  typically used at 4 to 20mA.  This current is
converted to voltage, and software scale and offset parameters are applied to meet system
requirements.

                 

13
9

11
14
10

+24v 7
8

Power Supply

Gnd
Line

AC
DC

Gnd

CEM-AA4 to 20mA
Transmitter ALine

AC
DC

NC
NC

NC

Loop Monitor
(optional)Power Supply

Note:  Jumpers 9-13 and 10-14 used in voltage command are not used with current
command

All analog input signal cables must be shielded!

Good analog system design requires that all analog signals in an electrically noisy environment
be shielded.  Long wires act like antennas that pick up analog noise.  The wire connecting the
analog command source to command this module must be shielded!  An unshielded cable can
allow electrical noise to be added to the desired command signal, and can make the system
response erratic.

Shielding a noise sensitive wire is accomplished by wrapping a noise blocking foil or braided
shield around the signal wire.  This shield must be grounded at only one end, usually the end that
sends the signal.  A control cable may have many individual conductors.  The conductors may be
shielded individually, or may be shielded as a group.  Short signal wires in electrically quiet
environments may not need to be shielded.

The CEM family of modules all have an internal ground connection to the DIN rail.  For this
module ground to be effective, please insure the DIN rail is properly grounded.

Selecting number of solenoids with the SOLENOIDS parameter:

The SOLENOIDS parameter configures the module to drive either one or two solenoid coils.
Valid parameter values are “1” and “2”.  Default is 2.

If the SENS parameter is set to AUTO or ON, the SOLENOIDS parameter must match the
number of solenoids connected.  If SOLENOIDS is set to 2, SENS is AUTO or ON, and only one
solenoid is connected, the module will disable (the module senses an open circuit).
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Scaling of analog input:

This module has a native analog voltage input range of 0 to +/- 10v.  This input can be scaled and
offset with software to allow a wide variety of input voltages.  A few examples are:

0 to +/-10v, 0 to +10v, 0 to +/-5v, 0 to +5v

When in STD mode, AINA is the Parameter used to adjust the analog input.  The first option is to
choose voltage (default) or current input.

Example:  AINA V will set the input to voltage input.  Default input range = 0 to +/- 10v
Example:  AINA C will set the input to current input.  Default input range = 4 to 20mA

When in EXP mode the AIN: X command allows choice of voltage or current command, and can
also scale the input command.

Example:  AIN: V will set the input to voltage input.  Default input range = 0 to +/- 10v
Example:  AIN: C will set the input to current input.  Default input range = 4 to 20mA

Analog voltages or currents are scaled with the following linear equation:

Output = A/B * (Input – C)

“Output” of this scaling equation must always be equal to the module native input range, 0 to +/-
10v.  “Input” can be any voltage within this 20v range.

The ratio of A/B allows for a decimal scaling factor.  These two numbers are chosen to provide a
“gain” to the input signal.  A and B must be whole numbers.  Range is -10000 to 10000.
(Default; A = 1000, B = 1000)

C is an offset, measured as a percentage of range.  C has units of 0.01%, and has the range of
–10000 to 10000.  (Default; C = 0)

Scaling of voltage inputs:

Example: Typical AIN parameter settings for popular command voltages:

Command          A           B           C           SOLENOIDS     description                       valve centered
0 to +/-10v 1 1 0 2 100% scale, 0% offset 0v
0 to +/-10v 1000 1000 0 2 100% scale, 0% offset 0v
0 to +/-10v 20 20 0 2 100% scale, 0% offset 0v
0 to +10v 2 1 5000 2 200% scale, 50% offset 5v
0 to +/-5v 20 10 0 2 200% scale, 0% offset 0v
0 to +5v 20 5 2500 2 400% scale, 25% offset 2.5v
+1 to +9v 20 8 5000 2 250% scale, 50% offset 5v
+0.5 to +4.5v 20 4 2500 2 500% scale, 25% offset 2.5v
0 to 8v 20 8 4000 2 250% scale, 40% offset 4v

0 to +10v 1 1 0 1 100% scale, 0% offset 0v
0 to +5v 10 5 0 1 200% scale, 0% offset 0v
+1 to +9v 10 8 1000 1 125% scale, 10% offset 1.0v
+0.5 to +4.5v 10 4 500 1 250% scale, 5% offset 0.5v
0 to 8v 10 8 0 1 125% scale, 0% offset 0v
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Scaling of current inputs:

Example: Typical AIN parameter settings for popular command currents:

Command          A           B           C           SOLENOIDS     description                         valve centered
4 to 20mA 20 8 6000 2 250% scale, 60% offset 12mA 
4 to 20mA 2500 1000 6000 2 250% scale, 60% offset 12mA
4 to 20mA 40 16 6000 2 250% scale, 60% offset 12mA

0 to 20mA 40 20 5000 2 200% scale, 50% offset 10mA

4 to 20mA 20 16 2000 1 125% scale, 20% offset 4mA
4 to 20mA 1250 1000 2000 1 125% scale, 20% offset 4mA
0 to 20mA 20 20 0 1 100% scale, 0% offset 0mA

Swapping polarity with the POL parameter:

The output polarity may be swapped with the POL command.
Valid values are “+” and “-“.  (Default = +).
For a double solenoid valve, setting POL to “-“ will drive the opposite solenoid.
For a single solenoid valve, setting POL to “-“ will change the 0% to 100% valve operation to
100% to 0%.

Ramping:
Command input signals may be ramped.
There are four independently adjustable ramps, one ramp for each quadrant of operation.

                                

Max A

Ramp up A
(AA:1)

Ramp down A
(AA:2)

Max B

Ramp up B
(AA:3)

Ramp down B
(AA:4)

Command signal = 0 to 100% to 0

T0 T1 T2 T3

Command signal = 0 to -100% to 0

T4 T6 T7T5

All ramp rates are set via software.  All ramps are specified in milliseconds, and are actually “time
to ramp for a 0 to 100% signal change.”  For example, a value of 2000 will give a ramp time of 2
seconds for a 0 to 100% step command.  The ramp time will be 1 second for a step command of
0 to 50%.

                   

100%
Command "Off"

0 1 2 3 6

50%

0%
4 5 7

Command "On"

Time (seconds)

Command
Ramped Valve Response

(AA:2 = 4000)

(AA:1 = 2000)
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Adjustment of SENS internal monitoring function:

This module has optional internal input and output monitoring functions.  The module can monitor
solenoid outputs for open or short conditions, and monitor command inputs for proper range.

There are three choices for SENS;  AUTO (default), ON, and OFF.

OFF disables the internal sensing function.

ON and AUTO enable the internal sensing functions.  The difference between ON and AUTO is
how the module handles error correction.

When ON is selected, if the module detects an error, and the error is corrected,
the ENABLE pin must be cycled to reactivate the module.

When AUTO is selected, if the module detects an error, and the error is
corrected, the module will resume function without cycling ENABLE.

If the module senses an open or a short circuit in the solenoid drive connection, the module is
disabled, and the Green READY LED will blink.

If the module has been configured to accept current commands, an out of range command
current will disable the module, and cause the green READY LED to blink.

If the module LIM function has been turned on, the analog command voltage will be sensed.  If
analog input is out of range, the module will be disabled.

Adjustment of LIM internal monitoring function:

LIM is an optional analog input voltage monitor.  LIM can be used to monitor a possible cable
break or open circuit from command input sources.

LIM can be set from 0 to 20% of total input range.

Example:  The module has been configured for a joystick with total input range of
0 to 8v.  Setting LIM to 625 (6.25%) will allow module operation with input command
between 0.5v and 7.5v.  A command below 0.5v, or over 7.5v will cause the module to
disable.

                                     
4.00 8.0

0.5 7.5

Module active
Module disabled

100% B

100% A

Flow = 0
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Adjustment of CC customized current output:

This module allows the user to customize the current output to each solenoid.  This function is
useful if the user desires to make a non linear flow gain valve appear more linear.  Or, it allows
the user to configure the performance of the machine to different speed limits in each direction.

                          

To enable the CC function CCMODE must be set to “ON”.  (Default is “OFF”)

You may manually enter twenty parameter points, or enter them using the CC table and graph.
With CCMODE active, the module will use linear interpolation to calculate corrections applied to
all input signals.  X values are input signals, Y values are the corrected output signals.

Example:  The above table could be entered manually, using this format:

CC:10 10000 10000
CC:9 9000 8100
CC:8 8000 6400
CC:7 7000 4900
CC:6 6000 3600
CC:5 5000 2500
CC:4 4000 1600
CC:3 3000 900
CC:2 2000 400
CC:1 1000 100
CC:0 0 0
CC:-1 -1000 0
CC:-2 -2000 -500
CC:-3 -3000 -1000
CC:-4 -4000 -3000
CC:-5 -5000 -4000
CC:-6 -6000 -5000
CC:-7 -7000 -5500
CC:-8 -8000 -6000
CC:-9 -9000 -7000
CC:-10 -1000 -10000
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Use of ENABLE digital input:

ENABLE is a digital input that is active high.  It may be permanently wired to power supply
voltage, or used as an On/Off control of valve function.  If there is a command present when
ENABLE is brought high, the valve will ramp to the command value.  When enable is removed,
the solenoid current will instantly go to zero.

Use of Pin 6 - S1/Ramping special function:

Pin 6 S1 is an optional digital input that can be configured into either one of two unique options:
1. Output Scaling
2. Ramping disable.

If FUNC:IN is set to S1, then a scaling factor will be applied to the solenoid output current.

Example:  A joystick controlled machine needs a “high” speed range and a “low
speed” range, using a toggle switch to go from “high” to “low”.  Software is used to set the
scaling factor.  With software parameter S1 set to 5000 (50%), the machine will function
at “high” speed with Pin6 connected to +24v, and at “low” speed with Pin 6 open.

S1 is adjustable from 10% to 100%.

Default setting for parameter S1 is 100%, effectively deactivating this function.

If FUNC:IN is set to RAMP, Pin 6 will act as a ramping disable function.  When Pin 6 is connected
to +24v, the ramping parameters defined with AA:1,2,3, and 4 will be active.  When Pin 6 is open,
the ramping parameters will be overridden, set to zero ramp.

Note: When using FUNC:IN RAMP, S1 must be set to 10000 (100%)(Default is 10000).

LED function:

Green (Ready) Steady on System OK
Blinking 4 to 20mA current input command is out of range
Blinking LIM is turned on, and input voltage is out of range
Blinking Cable to solenoid is open or shorted

Yellow (Status) Steady on Brightness proportional to solenoid current

READY Pin 5 digital output:

The READY digital output reports the system status.
Pin 5 will be held “high” (on) when ENABLE is connected, and there are no system errors.
Pin 5 will be pulled “low” (off) under the following conditions:

1. When ENABLE is removed
2. When SENS is turned on:

2a. and there is a solenoid short or open circuit
2b. and the input current range is outside the 4 to 20mA range

3. When LIM is turned on, and input signals are out of range
4. When other internal errors are present
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Parameter monitoring using software:

The following parameters may be monitored in real time using Windows configuration software.

Parameter          Description                                    Unit
W Command after ramp 0.01%
C Command after linearization 0.01%
U Output to power stage 0.01%
IA Solenoid A Current mA
IB Solenoid B Current mA
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